
Members News

Anima <> Synaps:  Anima, Synaps' dID protocol, launched its onchain reputation
system last month. Phaver becomes the �rst to adopt it to address Sybil attacks and
airdrop management.

More information

Blockchain for Good: An "open conversation" about decentralized identity and its
challenges at the NFT Factory, bringing together researchers, entrepreneurs and
curious people.

More information

Cube3: Cube3 organizes a unique ceremony to select web3's most promising start-
ups. In 300m2 of TV studios.

More information

Doors3:  Doors3 & SPORSORA publish the Observatoire du Sport 3.0, an exclusive
report highlighting how to (re)engage fans thanks to new technologies brought
about by Web3, AI, and immersive worlds.

More information

Galeon: €500,000 Funding for Medical Research: Galeon's DAO Sets DeSci in Motion
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More information

iExec:  iExec introduces Privacy Pass, a pioneering program that offers users the
opportunity to earn cryptocurrency (iExec RLC tokens) by receiving marketing
emails, while prioritizing their data privacy. Leveraging Con�dential Computing using
Intel SGX technology, the iExec Privacy Pass guarantees that users' email address
data remains encrypted, secured and is never revealed to the sender. Looking to
monetize your inbox?

More information

Kaiko: Kaiko is proud to partner with D2X, an EU-regulated derivatives exchange, to
provide custom reference rates for its upcoming Bitcoin and Ether futures contracts,
set to launch in Q2 2024.

This cooperation enables institutional investors to con�dently gain exposure to
crypto assets via a trusted and regulated derivative offering. 

Working with D2X, we constructed the D2X Kaiko Rates, designed to help promote
the integrity of the settlement price with a methodology that discourages
manipulative conduct and pricing anomalies.

More information 

MangroveDAO:  Following its launch on the Layer 2 Blast chain, Mangrove has
generated transaction volumes in the tens of millions and now ranks among the top
six decentralized exchange platforms to receive a Blast points multiplier.

More information

Meria: Meria unveils its new web dashboard, designed with numerous
developments and improvements, both visually and functionally.

Nomadic Labs:  On February 9, Tezos blockchain activated the Oxford 2 protocol
upgrade. With this 15th upgrade, Tezos continues to be an ever more mature, secure
and innovative blockchain. Among the main technical evolutions: the introduction of
private Smart Rollups, further improvements to the Proof of Stake mechanism itself,
and �nally, the reactivation of Timelocks in Tezos smart contracts.

More information 

Paymium:  Paymium and Legapass join forces to secure the transmission of your
digital assets 3.0 and eradicate the abandonment of crypto-assets. Platform
customers will now be able to use Legapass's safe deposit box preventively and as
part of estate planning to facilitate the transmission of their digital assets in the
event of death.
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Axiocap

Axiocap is an intuitive and secure collaborative
platform for managing and automating a company's
entire legal life cycle.

  Share ownership made easy!

Management of shares

Dematerialised legal registers

Online meetings

Secure digital safe

Electronic signatures

Homaro

Homaro is a consultancy that helps companies :

Understand the world of Web 3 and blockchain
technology,

Adapt to these changes to become a Web 3
brand,

De�ne your Web 3 business models and use
cases to create value for your company,

Assist you in drawing up an action plan and
implementing your Web 3 use cases.

Solal Tech:  Solal Tech is delighted to announce its collaboration with Coinhouse!
This partnership will offer Solal Tech's customers, particularly wealth and notary
professionals, the opportunity to bene�t from Coinhouse's leading expertise and
services in the �eld of crypto-currencies.

More information

Trakx: Trakx just launched a new CTI, Trakx Bitcoin Momentum that replicates the
performance of a dynamic allocation to Bitcoin based on the direction and strength
of price momentum. This CTI allocates funds between BTC and USDc depending on
Bitcoin price moving averages. This is the perfect product to follow the Bitcoin
trends in a passive way.

More information

They joined us
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Theôria

Theôria, a French company specialising in digital
�nancial investigation and assistance for victims of
cryptocurrency-related fraud.

"Protecting Citizens, Partners of Authorities"

Theoria's vision is to become a key player in assisting
citizens facing crypto-currency scams, while aspiring
to build strong partnerships with the relevant
authorities. This re�ects our commitment to providing
effective solutions and contributing to the protection
of individuals and the integrity of the crypto-currency
market.

Consider joining Adan

Let us together carry the voice of Web3 companies in the service of our jobs, our
competitiveness and our sovereignty.

Contribute to the construction of our
proposals in France and in Europe.

Access the Association's internal
documentation.

Participate in discussions and
exchange spaces dedicated to
members.

Connect with the different
stakeholders in our industry.

Adan, 44 Rue de Cléry , 75002 Paris, France Unsubscribe

Become a member of Adan
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